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Abstract—A new approach is introduced to reduce the number of nodes of a polyhedral model according to several conditions which allow to produce high quality simplified geometries. The simplified polyhedron must satisfy everywhere a geometric restoration criterion based on an error zone assigned to each node of its initial model. These error zones can be specified by the user or automatically set up using the accuracy characteristics of the digitizing device. Moreover, specific criteria are used to preserve the shape of the object during the simplification process both from geometric and topologic points of view. Indeed, the uses of such polyhedra require a good geometric quality without topologic and geometric singularities. The simplification process is based on a node removal method. A new strategy is developed to produce the simplified polyhedron using front propagations and multiple remeshing schemes which take into account the discrete curvature characteristics of the object. Such an approach allows to increase the node reduction of the initial polyhedron and produces a smoothing effect on the simplified geometry. The front propagation technique also leads to a better preservation of the shape of the object. Examples illustrate the behaviour of the simplification algorithm in terms of data reduction, quality of the simplified geometry and shape preservation of objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geometric models of objects are widely used in many areas of the industry. The recent advances of digitizing techniques has opened new ways to generate geometric data from existing objects. Such processes produce a set of 3D points often characterized by its large number of points which can range from several thousands to hundreds of thousands. This set of points can be used to build various geometric models of the real object which can range through three kinds. The first one uses an implicit representation of the surfaces [1–3] and the second one is based on a parametric representation of the surfaces [4–7]. These techniques are useful for many applications like design, redesign, visualization and so on. Nevertheless, the surface reconstruction process used to produce such models stays a difficult task. In fact, the surface decomposition into patches and the specification of the continuity conditions between them are still not entirely automatic processes. The third kind of geometric model is based on a polyhedral representation of the surface of an object produced from the digitized points through a triangulation process [8–12]. The main advantages of such models stand in their abilities to represent general object shapes and to be computationally efficient and robust. Moreover, the triangulation process used to produce the polyhedra is often more efficient and less tedious than a surface reconstruction process.

Polyhedral models are well suited for many applications such as computer animation, visualization, robotics, tool path generation for numerically controlled machine tools and even for specific applications like the calculation of ray trajectories for non destructive testing processes. Another application stands in their use as geometric model for structural analysis of digitized parts.

However, the polyhedron generated from the digitized set of points often exhibits a large number of nodes and faces and its direct use for any of the previous applications generates lengthy computations and leads to inefficient manipulations. Therefore, a simplification process is required to reduce the number of nodes of the polyhedral model in order to improve the efficiency of the subsequent processings and to produce a polyhedron adapted to the desired application. Computer animations often require several levels of representation (i.e. or detail) of an object in accordance with the location of the user’s point of view, calculations of tool path, ray trajectories and so on, for
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all these processes the computation time required increases like the number of nodes and faces of the polyhedron. This last remark motivates the use of a simplified polyhedron for such applications though the accuracy of the previous calculations is strongly linked to the quality of the restoration of the geometry of the initial polyhedron. In the field of structural analysis, several geometric adaptions (i.e. they consist mainly in detail removals) or idealizations (i.e. large geometric modifications often involving changes in the topology of an object) are often required to generate the adequate geometry for a given analysis. For example, a cylindrical surface may be idealized into a line corresponding to its axis thus allowing the use of a beam model.

Various simplification approaches [13, 14] have been developed recently. Basically, two different concepts of simplification process can be distinguished.

The first one consists in finding a simplified polyhedron which has a prescribed number of nodes and which preserves as much as possible the initial geometry of the object [8, 15–23].

The other basic concept of simplification processes consists in finding a minimal polyhedron, i.e.: a polyhedron with a minimum number of nodes and faces, with respect to some geometric criterion. Here, the number of nodes and faces of the simplified polyhedron is unknown and depends on the criterion used. Among the existing methods, one of them cannot simplify arbitrary polyhedra [24]. Other ones are well suited for polyhedra with low curvature distribution [25, 26]. Other methods need to compute parallel polyhedra [27, 28], or envelopes [29], a difficult task because they must not possess self-intersections.

Previous works have also led us to develop an approach for the simplification of polyhedral models [30]. The geometric criterion employed to control the restoration of the geometry is based on an error zone assigned to each node. This tolerance may result either from the error measurement of the digitizing device or it can be set by the user in accordance with the subsequent use of the polyhedral model. Such an approach allows the simplification of an initial polyhedron using a criterion which can be easily understood and monitored by the user.

The main interest of the approaches based on the second basic concept stands in their abilities to control the restoration of the initial geometry through various criteria. This control is effectively necessary when the simplified geometry is used for calculations of tool path, ray trajectories and so on. In the field of computer animation and visualization the approaches based on the first basic concept are widely used mainly because of their short execution time. Nevertheless, quick progress in this field needs the use of high quality surfaces for the simplified geometry in order to satisfy realistic and aesthetic criteria for the animation and the rendering of complex scenes. The smoothness of the simplified surface is one among the most important criteria. The shape preservation of the initial model is also an important aspect either for animation and rendering or for many other applications. Any of the existing approaches give satisfactory solutions with respect to these requirements. Few of them use basic criteria to preserve the topology of the object but they are limited either to local approaches which do not produce satisfying results or global ones which are time consuming and therefore not suited for efficient simplification processes.

The approach initially developed [30] does not provide more robustness about the restoration of the shape of the object. The fundamental aspects of the new approach proposed in this paper are:

- The shape preservation of the object. This task is very complex and time consuming if the coherence checking of the object topology and geometry is carried out on a global basis. On the other hand, a local verification cannot produce satisfactory results. The strategy proposed here can be qualified as semi-global verification. The coherence checking of the object shape is gained through specific criteria which allow to detect possible topologic modifications as well as generation of geometric singularities. In addition, a new frontal concept is used to give to the simplification process a semi-global aspect. The propagation of fronts over the surface during the simplification process also increases the efficiency and the robustness of processing.
- The inheritance concept of the error zones introduced in [30] proved to be a good way to control the restoration of the geometry. Nevertheless, this concept generates an algorithm of non linear complexity. At each node removal, the list of error zones assigned to each new face increases thus lengthening the overall simplification process. The processing of large sets of data and the reduction of the execution time of the simplification algorithm have led us to develop a new inheritance concept which allows the simplification process to be of linear complexity with respect to the number of nodes of the initial model.
- The last important aspect is the combination of several meshing techniques based on specific criteria in order to produce remeshed areas adapted to the local features of the surface. The criteria used range from aspect ratios of triangles to criteria which take into account the principal directions of curvature of the surface. Thus, the quality of the simplified surface and the faces/ nodes reduction is improved. In addition, during the simplification process a new remeshing strategy based on the combination of different remeshing schemes is developed.
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMPLIFICATION ALGORITHM

The simplification algorithm is based on a node removal process. All the nodes of the simplified polyhedron produced by the simplification process already exist in the initial data. Several preliminary processing are executed before the main simplification loop starts.

2.1. Classification of the edges and nodes of the initial polyhedron

A classification process of the edges and nodes of the polyhedron is required to apply specific criteria to each category. The edges of the polyhedron are classified using the following rules: an edge connected to one face only is a boundary edge, an edge connected to two faces is a surface edge, otherwise the edge is assigned the status unknown. The nodes are classified using the following rules: a node connected to two boundary edges is a boundary node, a node connected to surface edges only is a surface node, otherwise the node is assigned the status unknown.

2.2. Correction of the non-conformities of the initial polyhedron

The robustness of the simplification process requires that the initial polyhedron is solely made up from nodes and edges either classified on a boundary or on a surface in order to satisfy the manifold conditions. Others geometric conditions are necessary to produce a conform initial polyhedron which ensures the robustness and the efficiency of the simplification process. Such requirements are justified because the shape preserving capabilities of the approach developed cannot take place when the initial polyhedron contains geometric and topologic singularities. Simplification tests on industrial data sets have demonstrated the existence of non-conformities described below which must be removed using both automatic and interactive processes.

When the polyhedron does not satisfy the manifold conditions, the non-conformity areas are designated by the unknown classification status of some edges and nodes. The possible non-conformities identified can be divided into two categories. The first one is characterized by all the non-conformities that can be removed through automatic processing:

- double faces identified when two different faces have the same list of nodes (eventually in a different order),
- degenerated faces identified when at least two nodes describing the face are either identical (null area of the face) or located with respect to each other within a distance less than the tolerance of position used to monitor the simplification process.

The second one is characterized by the multiple solutions available to correct them. Therefore, the non-conformities identified are displayed and interactive tools are offered to the user to correct them:

- a node is connected either to one boundary edge only or to more than two boundary edges,
- an edge is connected to more than two faces, i.e.: the manifold condition is not verified.

Figure 1 illustrates these ambiguous cases which require interactive processing.

2.3. Initialization of the simplification problem

The first part of this last preliminary processing assigns to each node a spherical error zone. The value (i.e. the radius) of each error zone can be set up through two different ways. The first one assigns to all the error zones a unique value chosen by the user. The second one assigns to each node an error measurement value related to the measuring system previously used for the digitalization. In this case the value assigned to each node can vary in relation to the shape of the digitized object and the space distribution of the accuracy of the measuring system.

The second part of the initialization associates to each face of the polyhedron a dependency list of error zones defined by all the error zones which participate to the local restoration of the surface of the object. Similarly, a dependency list of error zones is also associated to each boundary edge to control the restoration of the boundaries of the object. These dependency lists form the basis of the inheritance concept used to control the overall restoration of the object geometry. Their creation and the associated inheritance concept used are developed in Section 4.

2.4. The simplification loop

When the previous preliminary processing have taken place, the simplification process can start. It consists in an iterative node removal process applied until no more candidate node can be removed. An iteration starts with the selection of the best candidate node using selection criteria described in Section 3. The candidate node selected initiates a front which is then propagated according to the approach developed in Section 5. The front

---

Fig. 1. Non-manifold configurations: (a) node I cannot be classified because of its connection to 4 boundary edges, (b) edge J-K cannot be classified because of its connection to 3 faces.
propagation stops when no more node of the front can be removed. The propagation of a front also uses the selection criteria to sort its nodes and select the best one for removal.

Each candidate node selected is processed as follows:
- a list of the error zones which participate to the restoration of the geometry around the candidate node is created. This step is described in Section 4,
- the contour polygon defined by the nodes surrounding the candidate node is extracted,
- this 3D contour polygon is remeshed using different meshing techniques in accordance with the strategy developed in Section 7,
- the shape preserving control described in Section 6 is applied to the mesh locally created. This geometric and topologic coherence checking allows to determine whether the candidate node can be removed or not,
- if the candidate node is removed a last step is necessary to replace the new mesh into the current polyhedron and to update the dependency list of the newly created faces and boundary edges (see Section 2).

3. CRITERIA USED TO SELECT THE CANDIDATE NODES

One among the main tasks of the simplification process is the selection of the best candidate node. This selection process becomes increasingly important during the simplification process when the quality of the simplified geometry gets improved, i.e.: if the initial polyhedron has been generated from noisy data, the noise reduction characterizes a geometry improvement.

Two categories of criteria are used in accordance with the two status of node classification. Figure 2 illustrates these criteria.

3.1. Selection of the boundary nodes
The selection criterion used for the boundary nodes is based on the evaluation of the angle defined by the two boundary edges connected to this node. This evaluation produces an angle ranging from 0 to 180°. Then, all the boundary nodes can be sorted from the largest angle to the smallest one. Such an order allows to try to remove first the nodes located on straight lines or distributed along curved boundaries owning small curvatures. Afterwards, the boundary nodes located on highly curved zones are processed but their probability of removal is much smaller.

3.2. Selection of the surface nodes
The selection criterion used for the surface nodes is based on a discrete approximation of the gaussian curvature of the polyhedron around a node. Several approximations of this curvature are possible:
- the most basic curvature approximation [31] of a polyhedral surface at node I is given by:

\[ K_1 = 2\pi - \sum \alpha_i, \]

where the \( \alpha_i \) are the angles of the faces meeting at node I,
- the second approximation proposed by Calladine [32] takes into account the areas \( a_i \) of the faces meeting at the node I. The curvature at this node is given by:

\[ K_2 = \frac{K_1}{3} \sum a_i. \]

Boix [31] has developed a third approximation of the gaussian curvature which takes into account the shape differences of the faces meeting at a node. He has demonstrated that this discrete approximation of the gaussian curvature converges towards that of the equivalent smooth surface. The same property does not hold for Equation (1). The curvature at node I is given by:

\[ K_3 = K_1 \left( \frac{\sum a_i}{2 \sum a_i - \frac{3}{8} \sum \cotg(\alpha_i)^2/l_i^2} \right). \]

All the surface nodes are sorted from the smallest absolute value of the gaussian curvature up to the highest. This allows to remove in the first place the nodes located on zero or nearly zero gaussian curvature zones like planes or approximately plane

Fig. 2. The criteria used to select the best candidate node: (a) boundary node criterion, (b) surface node criterion.
areas or approximations of cylinders. The nodes associated to high positive or negative gaussian curvature values are treated later on and thus have a smaller probability of removal.

The use of such selection criteria allows to preserve the significant areas during the restoration of the shape of the object and forms an aspect of the shape preserving approach developed.

4. THE REDUCED INHERITANCE CONCEPT OF THE ERROR ZONES

Every time a node is removed, an inheritance process is used to update the list of error zones participating to the restoration of the geometry. This inheritance process is a fundamental aspect of the shape preserving control. The first part of this process takes place in the preliminary processing of the simplification algorithm (see Section 2.3). It assigns to each face and boundary edge of the initial polyhedron a dependency list of error zones which are significant for the local restoration of the geometry of the object. The initial dependency list of a boundary edge contains the two error zones associated to its extremity nodes. Similarly, the initial dependency list of a face contains the three error zones associated to its three nodes (i.e. all the faces are triangular). Figure 3 illustrates these dependency initializations.

The second phase of this process takes place during the simplification loop (see Section 2.4). It creates the list of error zones participating to the geometry preservation around the candidate node to be removed. When this node is of surface type, the list is made up from the set of error zones assigned to each face adjacent to that node. If the node is a boundary one, two lists are created. The first one is similar to a list attached to a surface node and the second one is made up from the set of error zones assigned to the two boundary edges meeting at the candidate node. The first list is used to control the restoration of the surface of the object and the second one (i.e. when it exists) controls the restoration of the boundary of the object through appropriated criteria.

Finally, the third part of the inheritance process takes place when a node is removed (i.e. when the shape preserving criteria are satisfied) (see Section 2.4). Its goal is to update the dependency lists of the new faces created after remeshing. This update is gained from the lists of error zones previously created which participate locally to the shape restoration of the object. All the error zones of the list set up during the second phase which intersect each new face, are assigned to this face. If the node removed is a boundary one, the update of the new face dependencies is completed by an update of the dependency list of the newly created boundary edge using a similar intersection criterion. This last part of the inheritance process is described in Fig. 4.

During the simplification loop, every time a node is removed, the new faces created become larger and, consequently, the number of error zones in their dependency lists increases. When the initial
polyhedron owns a large number of nodes and faces such a behaviour leads to non linear time-dependent simplification processes. Indeed, when the number of error zones participating to a node removal increases, the shape control process becomes more time consuming. To overcome this behaviour and give to the simplification process a linear behaviour in relation with the number of nodes of the initial polyhedron, a new reduced inheritance concept is proposed. To this end, a criterion is used during the above updating process to select among all the error zones associated to a node removal, the most significant ones from a shape restoration point of view. The previous remark forms the basis of the criterion proposed to select the significant error zones: for each face $F_i$ meeting at node $I$, the geometric modifications involved by the removal of the node $I$ can be interpreted, when new faces $F'_i$ are created by the remeshing process, as a rotation $z_i$ of the face $F_i$ around the edge $JK_i$ located at the opposite of the node $I$. Similarly, the removal of the nodes $J$ and $K$ involves rotations respectively around the edges $IK$ and $IJ$. Figure 5 illustrates this remark.

To get a constant time for each node removal, the number of error zones associated to a face must be fixed. The criterion developed to select the significant error zones allows to limit this number to nine. As long as the number of error zones associated to a face is less than nine, all of them are kept. Then, when this number becomes greater than nine the reduced inheritance concept is applied. Among the nine error zones, the three ones associated to the nodes of the face are retained. Then, the criterion described below allows to retain two significant error zones for each possible rotation of the face around each of its edges, thus producing the six other error zones. From a shape restoration point of view and for a given edge of a face (i.e. or possible rotation around it), an error zone is significant when the location of its centre is far from the plane defined by this face and far from the edge considered. The criterion used to select the most significant error zones for a face is illustrated in Fig. 6 and can be stated as follows: for each possible rotation of a face around an edge, a weight $W$ is computed for each error zone using the following rule:

$$W = d \times h,$$

where $d$ is the distance $(A,P)$ and $h$ the distance $(C,P)$. $C$ is the center of the sphere defining the error zone, $P$ the projection of $C$ on the plane defined by the face $(IJK)$, and $A$ is the projection of $P$ on the edge $JK$ as shown in Fig. 6. One of the most significant error zones is identified by the maximum positive value of $W$ and the second one by the maximum negative value of $W$. When several error zones have the same maximum positive or negative value of $W$, the most significant error zone is identified by the maximum value of $h$. In fact, the two error zones thus selected correspond to the error zones which have the highest probability to lose their intersection with the face when the node $I$ is removed.

5. THE FRONTAL APPROACH

A frontal approach is part of the simplification loop of the polyhedron. It is based on the propagation of fronts over the polyhedron. When the simplification loop starts, all the nodes of the polyhedron are candidates to removal. The frontal approach described here is applied to surface nodes only. The simplification loop is an iterative process where each iteration starts with an initialization of a front. Then, a propagation process is applied until a stopping criterion is reached. Figure 7 illustrates the main steps of the simplification loop.

5.1. Initialization of a front

This step is based on the use of the surface node selection criterion previously described in Section 3. For each candidate node (i.e. all the surface nodes are candidate at the first iteration) an evaluation of the approximation of the gaussian curvature is computed. The node which owns the minimum absolute gaussian curvature value is selected as the first node of the front. Such a selection allows to start fronts primarily into planar areas, then into the low curvature areas and finally into the high curvature areas.

![Fig. 5. Geometric rotation involved by a node removal.](image)

![Fig. 6. Definition of the criterion used to select the significant error zones.](image)
The fronts initialized into planar or low curvature areas have a high probability to be subjected to a large propagation at the opposite of those initialized into high curvature areas.

5.2. Propagation of a front

This step is carried out through an iterative process applied to all the candidate nodes of the front (i.e. a front is described as a list of nodes). For each node, its contour polygon is extracted and remeshed (see Section 7, the remeshing processes). Then, the shape restoration control takes place and defines whether the node can be removed or not (see Section 6, the shape preserving control):

- if the node is removed, the front is updated as follows: the node removed is deleted from the front and all the nodes of its contour polygon which were not into the front are now added to it. Their status is also updated and they become candidate nodes,

- else, if the node cannot be removed (i.e. the shape restoration criteria are not satisfied), the list of nodes of the front is unchanged but the status of the candidate node is no longer a candidate to the removal process until one, at least, of its surrounding faces has not changed.

The front is thus propagated until no more candidate node exists in its list of nodes. During the propagation process, the best candidate node is also selected in accordance with the surface selection criterion (see Section 3). The nodes with low absolute gaussian curvature values are processed first. Afterwards, those with high absolute gaussian curvature values which have a small probability of removal are processed. This selection leads the process to propagate the front into directions of low curvature. For example, when a front is initialized on a cylinder area it is propagated along its axis. This propagation process is illustrated in Fig. 8.

To sum up, such an approach takes into account different feature areas of the initial polyhedron and

Fig. 7. The flow diagram of the simplification loop.
simplifies them with a specific strategy which contributes to restore as well as possible the shape of the object. The propagation strategy used for each front (i.e. or feature area) leads to a good restoration of the regions of the object with particular shapes (i.e. with significant principal curvature directions). The fronts produced to simplify a simple test example are shown in Fig. 9. The feature areas of the object are effectively well identified. No front has been produced on the round corner of the object because the error zone values specified for this simplification does not allow any node removal in this area.

6. THE SHAPE PRESERVING CONTROL

This process takes place during the simplification loop, each time the 3D contour polygon of a candidate node is remeshed (see Section 2.4 to locate this process). Its goal is to verify if the shape of the initial polyhedron is adequately restored by the newly created mesh. To preserve the shape of the initial object, such a process must take into account both geometric and topologic criteria.

First of all, the geometric restoration of the initial polyhedron by the new mesh is controlled with a simplification criterion described in the following section. It relies both on the error zones and on the inheritance concept previously defined (Section 4). Then, if the mesh produced satisfies the simplification criterion, its topologic and geometric compatibilities with respect to the current polyhedron must be checked to detect possible singularities which can occur when the new mesh is inserted into the current polyhedron. The criterion used to check this compatibility is described in Section 6.2.

The use of a frontal approach (see Section 5), which allows to propagate gradually the simplification process, reduces the probability to produce singularities and leads to a better restoration of the shape of the object.

6.1. The simplification criterion

The simplification criterion ensures that the mesh created from the 3D contour polygon of the candidate node is entirely enclosed into the envelope defined by all the error zones participating to its removal (see Section 4, the construction of this list of error zones).

When the candidate node is a surface one, the local restoration of the geometry around it is expressed as follows: every error zone involved in the removal of the candidate node must intersect at least one of the faces of the 3D contour polygon remeshed. Figure 10 illustrates this criterion with a simple example. Two possible solutions exist to remesh the contour polygon of node J. In Fig. 10b, the two faces created intersect the error zone associated to the node J. Conversely, no face intersects the error zone associated to J in Fig. 10c thus the criterion is violated.

When the candidate node is a boundary one, another test is added to the previous one to check the correctness of the restoration provided by the boundary edge created. This test uses the same envelope concept and can be stated as follows: all the error zones associated to the two boundary edges meeting at the candidate node must intersect the new boundary edge. Figure 11 illustrates this criterion with a planar surface example which ensures that the surface restoration criterion is satisfied. Indeed, in this case the error zone associated...
to node $I$ intersects the face $F_1$ newly created. Nevertheless, Fig. 11a shows that the new boundary edge does not intersect the error zone associated to node $I$. This configuration violates the simplification criterion of the boundary. Another configuration, Fig. 11b, shows that the same test is now satisfied and the boundary is adequately simplified.

6.2. Topologic and geometric coherence checking

This step is achieved only when the geometric criterion is satisfied and it checks the topologic and the geometric coherence of the polyhedron when the mesh created is inserted into the current polyhedron. The topologic analysis ensures that the polyhedron stays a geometric manifold of dimension two. However, a unique topologic analysis is not sufficient to ensure a correct restoration of the shape because of the influence of the geometric configuration of the polyhedron (i.e. the location of its nodes).

Two different criteria are used to control the restoration of the shape of an object to be able to cope with the surface point of view (i.e. when a surface node is removed) and the boundary point of view (i.e. when a boundary node is removed).

6.2.1. Surface shape restoration criterion. A sufficient criterion to determine if a surface node removal may produce non-conformities needs to verify if the contour polygon around the candidate surface node is already partially or eventually entirely meshed by some other faces of the current polyhedron. This verification is carried out through the construction of the list of faces which possess all their nodes on this contour polygon. If no face is found, the contour polygon is not already meshed. If the number of faces found is equal to the number of nodes of the contour polygon minus two, the extracted contour is already entirely meshed. Otherwise, it is partially meshed. Figure 12 illustrates such situations.

When the contour polygon is not already meshed, all the new meshes produced using the different meshing techniques described in Section 7 always preserve the coherence of the shape of the object. At the opposite, when the contour polygon is already partially or entirely meshed, the correct restoration of the shape of the object depends on the behaviour of the meshing technique used.

Figure 13 shows a first example of a contour polygon extracted from a surface node $J$ (Fig. 13b) which is already partially meshed by a face $F_1$ of the initial polyhedron. A first meshing solution of this contour, illustrated in Fig. 13c, generates a non-conformity which can be characterized through two different ways:

- the existence of two identical edges connecting the nodes $J$ and $K$. In this case, every edge is still connected to two faces but a geometric singularity exists,
- if the creation of two identical edges is forbidden, the edge $E$ is then connected to more than two faces. In this case, there exists a topologic non-conformity because the object has become a non-manifold one.

Two different criteria are used to control the restoration of the shape of an object to be able to cope with the surface point of view (i.e. when a surface node is removed) and the boundary point of view (i.e. when a boundary node is removed).

6.2. Topologic and geometric coherence checking

This step is achieved only when the geometric criterion is satisfied and it checks the topologic and the geometric coherence of the polyhedron when the mesh created is inserted into the current polyhedron. The topologic analysis ensures that the polyhedron stays a geometric manifold of dimension two. However, a unique topologic analysis is not sufficient to ensure a correct restoration of the shape because of the influence of the geometric configuration of the polyhedron (i.e. the location of its nodes).

Fig. 10. Geometric criterion used to check the restoration of the surface: (a) the initial polyhedron with the error zones participating to the removal of node $J$, (b) simplified polyhedron at node $J$ in accordance with the criterion, (c) simplified polyhedron at node $J$ with violation of the criterion.

Fig. 11. Two planar surface examples illustrating the geometric criterion used to check the restoration of a domain boundary: (a) violation of the geometric criterion by the new boundary edge, (b) correct restoration of the geometry.

Fig. 12. Determination of the partially or entirely meshed regions of a contour polygon. Here the contour polygon of node $I$ is partially meshed by four faces of the current polyhedron.
Both geometric and topologic singularities lead to a bad restoration of the shape of the object. However, the solution in Fig. 13d does not generate any non-conformity but it illustrates the influence of the meshing process over the shape preservation of an object.

Another example of a contour polygon already partially meshed is shown in Fig. 14. In this case, all the nodes of the contour are located into the plane \( P \). The node \( I \) located above this plane is candidate for removal. The node \( J \) is located below \( P \). Such a situation illustrates that all the possible remeshing configurations of the contour polygon lead to a geometric non-conformity characterized by overlapping areas. The correct restoration of the shape of the polyhedron depends on the geometric location of its nodes. The geometry described in Fig. 14 is a particular case (i.e. all the nodes of the contour are located in \( P \)) but the general case with arbitrary locations of nodes can lead to more complex non-conformities characterized by self-intersections of the polyhedron.

When the contour polygon is already entirely meshed the probability to generate non-conformities is even higher. All the previous remarks are valid and there exists particular cases where the shape restoration of the object is impossible (see Fig. 15). Indeed, in such cases a change of the topology of the object cannot be avoided and leads to transform a closed surface into an open one.

When the extracted contour polygon is already partially or entirely meshed, the above statements show that the criterion used to validate the remeshed area must take into account both topologic and geometric aspects. From a geometric point of view, the tests required lead to tedious computations which are not acceptable for the efficiency of the simplification process. Hence, the shape restoration of the polyhedron is carried out using the following rule: if the extracted contour polygon is already partially or entirely meshed, the removal of the candidate node is forbidden because both topologic and geometric singularities could be produced.

6.2.2. Boundary shape restoration criterion. The criterion used to preserve the shape of the boundaries of an object (i.e. the object is necessarily an open surface) possesses two different aspects. Like the surface shape restoration, topologic and geo-
metric requirements must be satisfied to preserve the shape of the object.

The first part of the criterion preserves the topology of the object and checks that the number of nodes or edges of each contour polygon of a closed boundary (i.e., these two numbers are equal in this case) is greater or equal to three. Indeed, both from a topologic and a geometric point of view the minimal acceptable representation of the contour polygon of a closed boundary is a triangle. Figure 16 illustrates this aspect with a cylinder. If this criterion is not satisfied, the topology of the object gets modified and its shape cannot be preserved. Figure 17 shows two examples of topologic modifications which can occur when the boundaries are simplified while the previous criterion is violated. An open surface can become a closed one (Fig. 17a) or an open surface can be degenerated into a line (Fig. 17b). To apply this criterion, the simplification of the boundaries of the polyhedron is carried out on a closed contour basis. Each closed contour polygon of the object is described as a list of boundary nodes (i.e., and eventually a list of boundary edges) which allows an easy evaluation of the above criterion.

Such a criterion is not sufficient from a geometric point of view because of the specific configurations which may exist into a polyhedron. To avoid the creation of geometric singularities when a boundary node is removed the following control must take place. It determines if there exists surface nodes into the area defined by the two boundary edges meeting at the candidate node when the contour polygon of this node was extracted and the boundary edge newly created. If surface nodes are found in this area, the boundary node cannot be removed because it generates a geometric non-conformity. Figure 18 illustrates on a planar surface various geometric configurations which generate geometric singularities when the boundary node I is removed. The criterion used to detect such configurations is illustrated in Fig. 19 and can be stated as follows:

- determine the interior surface direction \( \vec{d} \) defined by:
  \[
  \vec{d} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \vec{t}_i}{\| \sum_{i=1}^{n} \vec{t}_i \|}
  \]
  where \( n \) is the number of nodes of the contour polygon of \( I \) and \( \vec{t}_i \) the coordinates of the surface nodes of this contour,
- compute \( \vec{N}_{edge} \), the normal vector to the edge \( JK \) newly created defined by:
  \[
  \vec{N}_{edge} = \vec{N}_i \times JK, \text{ with } (\vec{N}_{edge} \cdot \vec{d}) > 0
  \]
  where \( \vec{N}_i \) is the normal vector to the plane defined by \( (I,J,K) \), then, determine the location of each node of the extracted contour (excepted \( J \) and \( K \)), with:

Fig. 15. Particular cases involving an impossible shape restoration of the object: (a) plane contour polygon already entirely meshed, (b) the most degenerated case: a tetrahedron.

Fig. 16. Simplification of the boundaries of a cylinder: (a) initial polyhedron, (b) minimum polyhedron with respect to the cylindrical shape.

Fig. 17. Simplifications of polyhedron boundaries with violation of the criterion. Topologic modifications occur: (a) an open surface is simplified into a closed one, (b) an open surface is simplified into a line.
If \( test \geq 0 \) for all the nodes, the contour polygon is conform and does not generate any singularity. Conversely, if one of the nodes produces a \( test \leq 0 \), the contour polygon generates a non-conformity and the boundary node \( I \) cannot be removed.

### 7. MESHING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO A 3D CONTOUR POLYGON

During the simplification loop, every time a candidate node is processed, its contour polygon must be remeshed before the shape preserving tests determine whether the node can be removed or not (see Section 2). It has been demonstrated in Section 6.2 that the configuration of the remeshed area produced influences the shape restoration of the object. Indeed, different solutions can generate topologic and/or geometric non-conformities. Thus, efficient meshing processes of 3D contour polygons is one among the most important tasks of a node removal algorithm to preserve as much as possible the shape of the initial model. Two meshing techniques characterized by their abilities to create satisfying contour polygon meshes are used during the simplification.

#### 7.1. Meshing with an equilaterality criterion

The starting point of the meshing process is a 3D contour polygon defined by a list of nodes and edges sorted in accordance with their edge connections to produce an ordered closed contour. Then, an average normal \( \vec{N} \) to this contour is computed as follows:

\[
\vec{N} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \vec{n}_{i}}{\lVert \sum_{i=1}^{m} \vec{n}_{i} \rVert},
\]

where \( \vec{n}_{i} \) is the unit normal to the \( i \)th face surrounding the candidate node and \( m \) is the number of faces meeting at this node.

Afterwards, to avoid the creation of badly meshed areas the second step of the process identifies specific contour polygon configurations to define priority nodes. The priority nodes are characterized through topologic and geometric criteria using the following rules:

- a contour node connected to one face only which does not own the candidate node in its list of nodes has a topologic priority (see Fig. 20a),
- a contour node aligned with its two neighbour nodes (i.e. the previous one and the next one) has a geometric priority (see Fig. 20b).

Such priority nodes are used in the following step to process them first and the others afterwards using a specific selection criterion.

The last step of the process meshes the contour polygon using an iterative processing which creates new faces between three consecutive nodes of the contour polygon. Every time a new face is created, the 3D contour polygon is updated and the process stops when no node is left in the contour.

An iteration starts with the selection of three consecutive nodes of the contour polygon as follows:

- while there exists a priority node \( Np \), the three consecutive nodes selected are \((Np, N_{p_a}, N_{p_u})\) or \((Np, N_{p_p}, N_{p_{pp}})\). Figure 21a illustrates this selection. The topologic priority nodes are processed before the geometric ones,
- then, the remaining nodes are selected in accordance with the angle defined by the two contour edges meeting at each of them. They are processed from the smallest angle to the largest one.
If $Ns$ is the current node, the three consecutive nodes are $(Nsp, Ns, Nsn)$ where $Nsp$ is the node before $Ns$ and $Nsn$ is the next one. Figure 21b illustrates this selection. Such a criterion creates triangles as equilateral as possible and avoids the creation of edges which divide the smallest angles of the contour polygon. Another topologic criterion based on the optimization of the number of edges or faces meeting at each node can also be used but the results produced by the criterion proposed here are better from a shape restoration point of view.

When three nodes of the contour polygon are selected, two criteria are used to verify that a new face can be created with respect to the geometric conformity conditions. The first criterion characterizes the local configuration of the 3D contour polygon around the three selected nodes. It allows to verify if the new face created from these nodes is effectively located into the interior of the contour polygon. The second one ensures that the new face does not overlap or intersect any of its neighbouring faces. These two criteria are already used and described in a previous work [30].

7.2. Meshing with a height criterion

The starting point of this meshing process is also an ordered closed contour polygon. The height criterion used here has found its basis in the remeshing problem of a simple contour polygon with four nodes as described in Fig. 22a, as shown in Fig. 22b and c, such a contour polygon has only two acceptable solutions for its remeshing.

In this case, one edge only is created when the contour is remeshed. The solution which has the highest probability to satisfy the simplification criterion (i.e. one of the two faces created must intersect the error zone associated to the candidate node $I$) is characterized by the minimal distance, or height, $h$ between the newly created edge and the node $I$ removed.

More generally, to remesh an arbitrary 3D contour polygon this criterion allows to create edges which own small values of heights $h$. To this end, the meshing process is divided into two main steps. The first one defines all the acceptable edge configurations for the contour polygon. Then, the second one produces the new mesh of the contour polygon using an iterative process.

7.2.1. Identification of the acceptable edge configurations. This step defines the list of all the acceptable edges connecting two different nodes of the contour polygon separated by one intermediate node at least (i.e. an edge which connect two consecutive nodes of the contour cannot be acceptable because its does not participate to the remeshing process. Moreover, it already exists). All the acceptable edges identified must not exist in the current polyhedron. Figure 23 illustrates the difference between possible edges and acceptable ones. An edge is acceptable if its creation during the remeshing process does not produce any topologic and geometric non-conformity. Each acceptable edge divides the contour polygon into two new complementary ones.

The criterion used to determine the validity of an edge $JK$ is based on the property of the candidate node $I$ which should be always visible from each of its contour nodes. The criterion is described in Fig. 24 and it can be stated as follows:

- determination of an average normal $\bar{N}$ to the contour polygon like the previous meshing technique (see Section 7.1 Equation (8)),
- construction of the plane $P$ defined by the node $J$ and the normal $\bar{N}$, given by:

![Fig. 20. Identification of priority nodes on the contour polygon: (a) topologic priority nodes, (b) geometric priority nodes.](image)

![Fig. 21. Selection of three consecutive nodes of the contour polygon: (a) when the node has a priority, (b) when the node has the smallest dihedral angle.](image)
identification of the two ordered open contour polygons $C_1$ and $C_2$ defined from the initial contour and the edge $JK$.

determination of the status of each polygon $C_1$ and $C_2$ which may take the value:

- **same side** status if all the nodes of the polygon are located on the same side of the plane $P$ than the candidate node $I$,
- **opposite side** status if all the nodes of the polygon are located on the opposite side of the plane $P$ than the candidate node $I$,
- **unknown side** status if there exists nodes located on both sides of the plane $P$.

Figure 25 illustrates these configurations,

comparison of the status of each polygon $C_1$ and $C_2$ to assess the validity of the edge $JK$:

- if $C_1$ has a **same side** status and $C_2$ an **opposite side** one or conversely, the edge $JK$ is acceptable,
- if both $C_1$ and $C_2$ have a **same side** or an **opposite side** status, the edge $JK$ is not acceptable,
- if one of the contour polygons $C_1$ or $C_2$ has an **unknown side** status, a complementary test must take place to determine the validity of the edge $JK$.

The complementary test required to determine the validity of an edge when $C_1$ or $C_2$ has an **unknown side** status can be stated as follows (i.e. $C_1$ and $C_2$ cannot have both an **unknown side** status because of the property of the candidate node $I$ which is always visible from all the nodes of its contour polygon):

- select the reference polygon $C_1$ or $C_2$ which has not an **unknown side** status,
- for each edge $E(Ne_1, Ne_2)$ of the reference polygon, construct the lane $PE$ defined by one of the nodes $Ne_1$ or $Ne_2$ of edge $E$ and the normal $\vec{N}_{PE}$ given by:

$$ \vec{N}_{PE} = \vec{JK} \times \vec{N}, $$

then, select all the nodes of the **unknown side** status polygon which own the same status than the reference polygon,

verify the location of these nodes with respect to the 3D area defined by all the planes previously computed. If one of the selected nodes is located into this 3D area, the edge $JK$ cannot be accepted. Otherwise, its validity is acceptable.

Figure 26 illustrates this complementary test. In Fig. 26a the criterion is violated because the node $L$ is located into the 3D area defined by $P_1$, $P_2$, $P_3$ and $P$. In Fig. 26b the node $L$ has the same status that the reference contour polygon but the criterion is satisfied and the edge $JK$ can be accepted.

7.2.2. The iterative process producing the new mesh. An iterative process is used to generate the new mesh of the contour polygon. Each iteration subdivides a current contour polygon into two new ones. The process stops when the list of contour polygons thus produced only owns contours defined by three nodes. This list defines the new triangles of the mesh of the initial contour polygon.

Each iteration can be stated as follows:

- select in the list of the acceptable edges defined, the edge which owns the smallest height value $h$ (i.e. as defined previously).

![Fig. 22. Meshing solutions of a simple contour polygon: (a) initial configuration, (b) first meshing solution, (c) second meshing solution which minimizes the distance between the newly created edge and the candidate node $I$.](image1)

$$ \vec{N}_{P} = \vec{JK} \times \vec{N}, \quad (9) $$

$$ \vec{N}_{PE} = Ne_1Ne_2 \times \vec{N}, \quad (10) $$

![Fig. 23. Differences between possible and acceptable edges.](image2)
divide the current contour polygon \( C \) into two new contours \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) and replace \( C \) by \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) into the list of contour polygons,

* update the list of the acceptable edges. All the edges of this list which own a node into the contour \( C_1 \) and the other one into the contour \( C_2 \) are removed from the list.

Figure 27 illustrates this iterative process on a simple contour polygon.

7.3. Simplification strategy and mixed method

The meshing technique based on an equilaterality criterion is well suited when the contour polygon extracted is located on planar areas or in areas which do not own significantly distinct principal curvatures (i.e. such areas can be assimilated to spherical ones). The triangles created in these areas are as equilateral as possible and they correspond to a solution which has a high probability to satisfy the geometric restoration criterion. Moreover, their good aspect ratio (i.e. in the classical sense of this term) decreases the probability to generate geometric non-conformities.

Unfortunately, when this technique is used to remesh contour polygons located in areas which own significantly different principal curvatures (i.e. they can be assimilated to cylindrical areas), the mesh configuration created is not satisfying from a shape restoration point of view. Indeed, the equilaterality criterion tends to create edges perpendicular to the low principal curvature direction. Hence, the successive meshes of contour polygons along a low curvature direction generate waves which are not satisfying for a smooth restoration of the geometry (see Fig. 28b).

The second meshing technique based on a height criterion has been developed to produce well suited meshes when there exists significantly distinct principal curvatures. When a contour polygon is remeshed the new edges are created along the direction of low curvature. Such a technique generates a smoother restoration of the polyhedron thus increasing the quality of the simplified geometry produced (see Fig. 28c). Moreover, with the height criterion the probability for a new mesh to respect the geometric simplification criterion is higher than when the equilaterality criterion is used. Therefore, this meshing technique also leads to a larger reduction of the number of nodes and faces of the polyhedron with respect to the size of the error zone than the result produced by the equilateral meshing technique.

A good strategy to remesh the contour polygon of a candidate node to removal may be guided by the knowledge of the local characteristics of the shape of the contour polygon. Indeed, such an information can be used to easily select one of the two meshing techniques proposed in accordance with their abilities described previously. Unfortunately, the criteria which can be developed to provide such information about the nature of the object shape are not efficient and robust enough to justify their use into the simplification process of polyhedra. Moreover, they can lead to tedious computations which are not acceptable to preserve the efficiency of the simplification process. Thus, the meshing strategy used during the simplification is based on a mixed use of the two meshing techniques and can be stated as follows: when a contour polygon is extracted, it is meshed using the method based on an equilaterality criterion. If the geometry is accurately restored the new mesh is kept. Otherwise, if the geometry is not correctly restored the contour polygon is remeshed using the height based method. The newly created mesh is evaluated using the simplification criterion to determine whether the candidate node can be removed or not.

Such a strategy remeshes a contour polygon with triangles as equilateral as possible every time the geometric restoration criterion allows it. An acceptable global geometric configuration of the simplified polyhedron is thus preserved. When the candidate node cannot be removed because the configuration of the mesh created does not satisfy the simplification criterion, the height based method which generates new edges as closed to the candidate node as possible often produces a satisfying solution from a shape restoration point of view. Due to the bad aspect ratio of the triangles created with the height based method, the mixed one leads to use the equilaterality based method as much as possible. The height based one is employed only when it is necessary and efficient during a node removal.
When the vertices of the initial polyhedron incorporate noise, the mixed meshing technique plus the front propagation approach produces a smoothing effect and creates an efficient noise reduction effect. Though the node selection criterion is based on curvature concepts and thus seems inadequate for noisy data, this criterion is efficient with noisy data. It gets efficient progressively, in accordance with the smoothing effect attached to the strategy set up. Figure 29 shows the smoothing effect on a test example produced from the results of a marching cubes algorithm [11]. The size of the error zones are equal to the amplitude of the noise introduced by the measuring device and the marching cubes algorithm.

The next section illustrates the influence of the meshing techniques and the smoothing effect on the quality of the simplified geometry produced and on their associated number of nodes and faces.

8. RESULTS

The first example illustrates the influence of the different meshing techniques both from the quality of the simplified geometry and from the data reduction point of views (i.e. number of nodes and faces removed from the initial polyhedron). This example is a polyhedral model of a part of a ski boot mould digitized with a 3D mechanical measuring device (i.e. in this case the measuring error is ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 mm). The main dimensions of the object are $108 \times 104 \times 21$ mm. Figure 30 shows several simplified geometries produced from the initial polyhedron which owns 11730 nodes and 23379 faces (Fig. 30a). A map of the discrete gaussian curvature is associated to each polyhedron. The discrete gaussian curvature map of the initial polyhedron illustrates the wiggles of the geometry (i.e. mainly over the blending areas) characterized by alternate negative (i.e. red color on the map) and positive gaussian curvature areas (i.e. green to black colors on the map). These wiggles were generated during the digitizing process by the mechanical sensor.

All the simplified geometries (Fig. 30b–d) are produced with a tolerance value equal to 0.05 mm for every node of the initial model. The front propagation process is always used to carry out the simplifications.

Figure 30b shows the simplified geometry produced using the equilaterality based meshing technique. The simplified polyhedron owns 1624 nodes and 3167 faces. The percentage of node reduction reached is equal to 86.15%. The wiggles existing in the initial polyhedron are attenuated but the discrete gaussian curvature map shows that such wiggles still exist over the blending areas because of the meshing technique used.

Figure 30c shows the simplified geometry produced using the height based meshing technique. The simplified polyhedron owns 1344 nodes and 2607 faces. The percentage of node reduction reached (88.54%) is higher than with the equilaterality criterion. Nevertheless, the associated discrete gaussian curvature map shows that the quality of the simplified geometry produced is not as good as the one obtained previously. The use of the height based meshing technique only for the simplification of polyhedra has not appeared as an acceptable solution because of the large number of degenerated triangles in areas of low values of discrete gaussian curvature.

Such a remark leads to the use of the mixed method which produces better results both for the faces/nodes reduction and for the quality of the simplified geometry. Figure 30d shows the simplified geometry produced by this method. The simplified

---

Fig. 26. Complementary test used if necessary to determine the validity of an edge: (a) definition of the 3D area which should be empty of nodes. Here the node $L$ violates the criterion, (b) new contour configuration which satisfies the criterion.

Fig. 27. Iterative process producing the new mesh of a contour polygon.
polyhedron owns 949 nodes and 1817 faces with a percentage of node reduction equal to 91.9%. The associated discrete gaussian curvature map illustrates the quality of the geometry obtained. The blending areas characterized by a negative gaussian curvature value (i.e. red color) and the central region with low curvatures are smoothed. Such a result illustrates the efficiency of the mixed method proposed and the improvements of the simplification process about the data reduction and about the quality of the simplified geometry produced. Figure 31 illustrates the mixed method behaviour in accordance with the local shape configuration of the object.

Fig. 28. Influence of the meshing technique on the smoothness of the simplified geometry: (a) initial polyhedron, (b) simplified geometry with the equilaterality based method, (c) simplified geometry produced with the height based method and the same tolerance values.

Fig. 29. Smoothing effect produced on noisy data: (a) initial polyhedron, (b) simplified geometry produced using the mixed meshing technique and the front propagation process. The error zone assigned to each node is equal to the size of the stairs ($\pm 0.7$ mm).
The three following examples illustrate the efficiency of the shape preserving approach developed. The first one is a cube with a hole (Fig. 32a). It has been simplified with a tolerance value higher than the radius of the cylinder part (Fig. 32b). From a geometric simplification point of view, such a tolerance value allows to remove all the nodes defining the hole (i.e. the geometric simplification criterion is not violated). Nevertheless, the simplified geometry produced still includes the hole because of the use
of the topologic and geometric coherence criteria developed. Therefore, the shape of the object is preserved.

Figure 33 also illustrates these coherence criteria on a closed polyhedral surface (Fig. 33a) successively simplified using increasing tolerance values (Fig. 33b–e). Figure 33e shows the minimal representation of the object with respect to the topologic and geometric conditions required to preserve a closed surface. Such a process is useful to generate multiple level of details of an object. It avoids degenerated configurations which are not interesting for computer animation and visualization purposes.

The last example (Fig. 34a) illustrates the shape preserving process on an open surface which owns boundary lines. Figure 34a shows the initial polyhedron. The simplified geometry produced with a tolerance value higher than the radius of the circle is shown in Fig. 34b. The simplification of the boundaries of the polyhedron satisfies the geometric and topologic criteria which allow to preserve the shape of the object. The hole defined on the initial model is kept despite of the fact that the tolerance value chosen allows the simplification (i.e. the geometric simplification criterion is verified) of all the boundary nodes describing this hole.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The simplification process developed here produces adequate simplified geometries in terms of surface quality and data reduction. The shape of
the object is preserved during its simplification thus avoiding the creation of geometric singularities and topologic changes of the nature of the object. Meshing techniques adapted to the surface curvature produce smoother surfaces and increase the data reduction. The reduced inheritance concept developed linearizes the simplification algorithm thus allowing simplifications of polyhedra which possess a large number of nodes and faces within acceptable times. It has been highlighted that the technique set up produces a smoothing effect which reduces the noise of input data.

New developments focus on the simplification of polyhedral models for structural analysis requirements. Indeed, structural analysis of parts described using polyhedra often requires geometric adaptations such as details removal or idealizations of the geometry to allow the construction of specific finite element models for example. To this end, the simplification approach must be able to control the topologic modifications of the object. For example, a mechanical analysis of a polyhedral model of a pipe using a beam finite element model requires to idealize the polyhedron as a line (i.e. connected set of edges).

Other developments are planned in the field of parametric surface reconstruction process. Indeed, in such case, one among the most difficult task stands into the identification of an appropriate decomposition of the surface into patches. To this

---

**Fig. 33.** Topology and geometry coherence checking during the simplification of a closed surface: (a) initial polyhedron, (b) simplified one with a tolerance value equal to 0.15 mm, (c) simplification with a tolerance value equal to 1.0 mm, (d) rough simplified geometry, (e) minimal simplified geometry (i.e. a tetrahedron) produced with a tolerance value larger than the size of the initial object.

**Fig. 34.** Topology and geometry preservation of boundaries during the simplification of a simple planar open surface within a hole: (a) initial polyhedron, (b) simplified polyhedron with a tolerance value higher than the radius of the circle. The shape of the object is preserved.
end, the fronts produced during the simplification of a polyhedron may form the basis to automatically find an adequate set of patch boundaries.
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